The composite scheme based on preemption and small buffers is an efficient method for contention resolution. To support services differentiation, it is the first time that the analytical model of delay preemption based priority is built. Further, in order to guarantee the low-loss requirement for high priority bursts, an improved scheme is proposed and investigated by limiting the buffered right of low priority bursts within the specific traffic states. The simulation results show that, without the deterioration of blocking performance, there is more than 40% reduction on burst loss being achieved under the condition ρ = 1.0 for high priority bursts.
Introduction
Since the concept of optical burst switching (OBS) is proposed by Qiao in 1999, it has been regarded as one of promising solutions for future optical Internet [1] . In OBS, due to one-way reservation behavior, the contention among bursts is inevitable, and much works have been dedicated to contention resolution by means of tunable wavelength converters (TWCs) and optical buffers, i.e., fiber delay lines (FDLs) [2] [3] [4] . However, it is determinate that the abundant usage of TWCs and FDLs at core nodes will bring the problems of not only the huge complexity in configuration, but also the large energy consumption because of the astonishing traffic increase recently [5] .
Under the wave of green networks, some practical and applicable schemes based small buffers (the length is about tens of packets) are concerned. In [6, 7] , the cost-efficiency based feedback buffer configuration is studied. Centering real-time and TCP traffic, the effects of size of small buffers on data loss are analyzed by Rouskas [8] . And to avoid burst-discarding, preemption is introduced through pre-reserving or post-reserving channel for the collided and buffered bursts [9, 10] . Alternatively, [11] mitigates the performance degradation resulting from small buffers by smoothing traffic burstiness at edge nodes. Also, combine pre-reservation and segmentation, the authors proposed delay preemption to further reduce the packets loss probability of OBS [12] . In this paper, to support services differentiation, it is the first time that the analytical model on delay preemption based priority (DPP) is built. Moreover, on the basis of DPP, an improved scheme called Limited Delay Preemption Based Priority (LDPP) is proposed to guarantee the quantity of service (QoS) requirements of both mission-critical and delaysensitive services by constraining the right of low priority bursts to enter FDLs within the specific traffic states.
Analytical Model of Delay Preemption Based Priority
Assuming the mean arrival rate and service time of bursts are λ and 1/μ, respectively. And the incoming packets with the common destinations are aggregated into a burst at edge nodes. For simplicity, the aggregated threshold in length L b for all bursts is the same and fixed. In delay preemption with single-class, when more than two bursts transmit and switch in the same wavelength channel simultaneously, a channel contention occurs. Given the FDLs is idle, the contended burst can be buffered and preempt the channel in advance [12] . We then define ρ = λ/Wμ is offered load and P D denotes the total burst loss probability, where W is the number of wavelength in each fiber link. Thus, the probability of channel usage at core nodes can be represented as
Likewise, in two-class system, we define both mission-critical and delay-sensitive services with high priority, denoted by B hig , and other bursts are with low priority, Next, the basics of delay preemption based priority (DPP) are shown in Figure 1 , where b is the FDLs length and r is blocking length. Apparently, b should be larger than r to avoid burst congestion in buffer. According to [13] , the expectation of r can be presented as
Furthermore, in Figure 1 (a), we see a channel contention occurs between the high priority burst B hig, i and low priority burst B low, j . Under FIFO rule (first in first out), B low, j cuts through the channel directly. In this case, if the FDL is in the idle/free state, the blocked burst B hig, i can be buffered and preempt the channel b − r + L b for itself in advance. Otherwise, B hig, i would be simply dropped and retransmitted. Hence, for high priority, its loss probability P D, 1 can be written as 
where P FDL = P 1, FDL + P 2, FDL represents the probability of buffer usage, P 1, FDL and P 2, FDL are the probabilities of buffer usage from B hig and B low respectively. Based on [14] , the idle probability within the inter-arrival time t can be represented as e In addition, because of no priority to enter the buffer, an extra burst loss for B low can be brought when the buffer is idle but pre-reserved by high priority bursts. Therefore, the burst loss probability of low priority can be calculated as 
where (1 − P FDL ) is the free probability of buffer. Because P D = P D, 1 + P D, 2 and c 1 + c 2 = 1, the total loss probability in DPP will be 
Combine Equations (1) 
Then, with the various load ratios, the blocking performance of DPP is investigated from a typical simulation scenario used in [12] , and b is designed as 80 μs specially. In Figure 2 , there are two apparent natures on data loss in DPP. First, compared to the result of single-class, it is certain that there are the obvious reductions on loss probability existing in all traffic states, especially when c 1 is a smaller value. Secondly, we find the value of P D is positive proportional to the variant c 1 . For instance, when c 1 = 0.2 or 0.3, a very low P D , less than 10
, is obtained in light load (ρ < 0.3). Instead, for c 1 = 0.5, the burst loss probability is increased quickly, and reaches 2 × 10 −1 at ρ = 0.7, which is almost equal to the result of single-class. Although as the minority of networks, the load ratio of high priority is general less than 30% [15] , we should strongly notice that, being in heavy load, a higher P D is also demonstrated when c 1 is a small value (e.g. when c 1 = 0.2, P D is equal to 10 −2 at ρ = 0.7). In one word, DPP is suboptimal due to the fact a higher loss probability still exists in high traffic states. (2)- (4), we take a further analysis for high and low priority on blocking performance, and a typical value 0.3 is selected for c 1 . The numerical results in Figure 3 indicate that B low is the main contributor of the total burst loss probability. And for high priority bursts, two apparent natures on P D, 1 are exhibited in different traffic states. In light load, its loss probability is just about 1/10 of P D, 2 . But, with the increase of offered load, P D, 1 is soared dramatically and reaches 0.33 P D under the condition ρ = 1.0. From Equation (2), the loss of high priority is mainly dependant on the parameters u and P FDL . Considering the majority nature, we infer that such higher P D, 1 in heavy load is resulted from the over-occupancy of the huge low priority bursts on channel and buffer.
Based on Equations

Limited Delay Preemption Based Priority
According to the above analysis, the proposed DPP scheme cannot guarantee the low-loss requirements of high priority bursts because the buffer is unfairly over-occupied by low priority. To overcome the weakness of DPP, it is necessary to take a limitation on buffer usage of low priority within high traffic states. Therewith, an improved scheme called Limited Delay Preemption Based Priority (LDPP) is proposed. In LDPP, the buffered right for low priority bursts is deprived when offered load reaches the designed threshold ρ th . Thereby, given the channel contention takes place, the burst with low priority will be discarded, whether the buffer is in the idle state or not. We then get P D, 2 = c 2 u when ρ > ρ th . In addition, owing to P 2, FDL = 0, the loss probability of high priority bursts P D, 1 is reduced as 
Therefore, in LDPP, the total loss will be improved and Equation (5) is substituted by 2 1, 2 From Equation (7), the performance evaluation of LDPP on blocking is developed and the simulation results are shown in Figures 4 and 5 . Compared to DPP, in the range of ρ th = 0.3 -0.7, LDPP obtained a blocking improvement, at least 20%, under the condition ρ = 1.0. Besides, we find that, the lower threshold ρ th is selected, the smaller loss probability is gained (see Figure 4) . Whereas, considering the loss requirements of B low and the buffer usage efficiency in light load, the value of load threshold should not be too small.
Here, an eclectic value ρ th = 0.5 is chosen, and the blocking performance of high and low priority is again investigated. Comparatively, on one hand, the loss probability of B low in LDPP is not deteriorated in all traffic states though the buffered right has been deprived partially. On the other hand, the blocking performance of high priority bursts is improved, and more than 40% reduction on P D, 1 under the condition ρ = 1.0 is shown in Figure 5 . In consequence, the total loss probability P D is ρ th =0.5
Offered load per channel Burst loss probability high priority(LDPP) high priority(DPP) low priority (LDPP) low priority (DPP) also reduced about 20% in heavy load, which has been proved in Figure 4. 
Summary
In this paper, to support services differentiation, the analytical model of delay preemption based priority is developed, and an improved scheme LDPP is proposed to alleviate the over-occupancy of buffer from low priority in heavy load. The simulation results show that, through taking a tradeoff on the buffer usage of bursts, more than 40% reduction of high priority on blocking is obtained in LDPP, without the deterioration of total blocking. And our future work will focus on the evaluation of LDPP in terms of fairness and energy consumption.
